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What’s Our Plan for the Session?

» Demonstrate YOUR power in the “New Nonprofit” 
» Help you understand the value of growing a Contribution Matrix 
» Help you identify the right people with the right skills 

In other words: We will teach you how to CULTIVATE relationships 
and put the right GROWTH FACTORS in place to help your 
organization be strong and sustainable.

What’s the Backdrop in the Environment?

» Boomers are retiring with more education and work 
experience than ever before 

» New longevity gives people 20 to 30 more years of life. People 
search for purpose in these years and to give back. 

» All generations want to use their skills to make a bigger impact 
» Racial “minority” becoming the majority calls for new equity



What’s the  
Paradigm Shift?

»Contributing NOT 
Volunteering 
»Cultivating NOT Recruiting 
»Embracing, “I don’t know; 

let’s talk about it.” NOT 
Writing Job Descriptions 
Upfront

What’s the  
Paradigm Shift?

»Valuing Individuals AND 
the Networks They Bring 
NOT Focusing Just on 
Individuals 
» Imagining the Return NOT 

Being Risk Averse

How to switch from volunteering to contributing?

» Recognize that the word "volunteer" does not resonate 
with everyone 

» Think more about what an individual can bring rather 
than how they can specific amount of time 

» Rethink the "skills" you need

Traditional definition of a  
skills-based volunteer: 

Volunteers who contribute 
professional skills free of charge to 

strengthen the capacity of your 
organization.



Our definition of “skills-based” is broader:

1.Volunteers who contribute professional skills free of 
charge to strengthen the capacity of your organization. 

Our definition of “skills-based” is broader:

2.Recognizing that there are multiple ways of knowing, 
community members who have important lived 
experience in the neighborhood and dealing with the 
issues at hand are valued for “contributing” their unique 
skills and perspectives.

How to switch from recruiting to cultivating?

» Focus on true needs rather than responding to the 
supply of volunteers 

» Start with the people you have and build out your 
relationships 

» Be aware of your biases and work to overcome them

How to embrace, “I don’t know; let’s talk about it.”

» Start with questions that lead to a clearer definition of 
what is needed 

» Let others participate in solving problems 
» Don’t assume you are the expert or that you have to 

have all of the answers



How can you attract individuals AND the networks they bring?

» Replace hierarchy for networks 
» Emphasize collaboration within and outside the sector 
» Involve the community which is served in new and 

exciting ways

Imagine the return! 

» Volunteers should be a strategic part of the organization to 
change the core economics 

» Increase revenue by $3 - 6 for every $1 spent on 
volunteers 

» $23.54/hour for volunteers + $150/hour for probono work 
» Only 15% of nonprofits utilize volunteers for maximum 

outcomes

Imagine the return! 

» Increased satisfaction of staff and volunteers 
» Lower turnover of volunteers 
» Increased amount of diversity of experience and skills 

included in program development and decision making
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LET’S GET STARTED! 
Your Contribution Matrix



What did  
we learn?

By building an intentional Contribution 
Matrix, you can: 
» Bring together a diverse group of 

individuals and/or organizations that are 
organically woven together to create a 
common vision and an open pathway to 
social change.  

» Increase the emphasis on vertical mobility 
across your network, meaning that the 
traditional hierarchy is replaced with the 
opportunity for everyone to lead.


